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VOL. 4 1 NO. 2 
JSU student Bryan "Bunky" Wright takes some GermaniaSpringspark. The park is afavorite 
time away from academic life for some location for students as a relaxing study 
stress-relieving fun and games at nearby spot, or a place to forget their studies. 
Mark Harrison 
News Editor - 
Will a topless bar open near 
Weaver? Many in the Weaver 
Community hope not, but club 
owner Harvey Bowman says the 
club wll proceed as planned 
Bowman recently purchased a 
building on Anniston Beach Road, 
just outside of Weaver, whlch he 
plans to convert into a topless club 
Remodeling is currently underway, 
and Bowman has already been 
granted a beer and mne license by 
the state ABC board But residents 
of the Anniston Beach Road area 
and other concerned cibzens sbll 
hope to thwart Bowman's plans 
last  week, approximately 25 
residents of the Anniston Beach 
area met and formed, "CibzensFor 
Safety," whch Chairman Willlam 
Lusk sald was pnmanly formed 
"to stop the sell of alcoholic 
beverages In residentla] areas, 
where ch~ldren are very much In 
danger as a result of these sales" 
"The only purpose of the topless 
bar," Lusk said, "Is to sell more 
alcohol and keep the people there 
longer." 
~ c c o r d i r i ~  to Citizens For Safety 
Co-chairman Lany Simms, the 
group is concerned about the 
number of "liquor, beer and wine 
establishments cropping up all over 
the place," and the number of 
alcohol related deaths and injuries, 
as well as the number of D.u.1.'~. 
"When it came to our attention 
that the proprietors of this club, 
Mr. Bowman and whoever else is 
with him, were planning to open 
this establishment, which was just 
going to take it to the next level of 
what we consider indecency and 
lewd behavior, it just sort of began 
to be the nucleus to bring a group 
together to fight this. Where they're 
wanting to put this club, there's 
just no safe way for a person who's 
been consuming alcohol to get in 
and out of this place." 
See Bar page 2 
Society tries to increase clout of twenty-something generation 
Leslie Kemp Poole 
College Press Service 
Concerned that the mounting national 
debt, environmental degradation and inner- 
city strife will devastate their lives in the next 
century unless drastic changes are made, a 
group of twentysomethin" leaders are 
organizing on college campuses this fall to 
increase the political savvy and clout of 
young voters. 
'The message is that our generation's 
future is being sold out and unless young 
Americans become energized and more 
involved in the political process, we'll have 
no one to blame but ourselves," said Jonathan 
Karl, co-founder of the New York-based 
Third Millennium. 
The non-partisan group has received a 
"tremendous response" since its opening 
salvos were sounded in mid-July with the 
distribution of a declaration that calls for 
solutions to great ills in American society 
and politics, Karl said. Third Millennium 
received about 100 inquiries a day from 
interested people and in its first two weeks 
300 people from 44 states to college students 
and three Canadian "The message is that our concerned about how 
provinces paid $9 to generadon is being sold is~uessuchasthenational 
become members, he said. debtwill affect theirfutures 
Now Third Millennium out and ... we'll have no and careers, 
will focus much of its One to blame but ~l~fyou  askmost college 
energies on motivating20- ourselves. " students these days, their 
to 29-year -olds into -- Jonathan ~~~l primaty wony is whether 
political action, partly by the economy will support 
reaching college students Third them once they leave 
withits message, Karl said. He'll be speaking college," Stevens said. "This program offers 
at several campuses this fall, including someexplanationsaboutwhythingsarethis 
California's Chapman University, the way andwhat needs to happen economically 
University of Kansas and Princeton to improve things." 
University, and the group will form chapters The last time young people united to 
at schools across the country. The new radically change American politics was in 
chapters are expected to plan political the 1960s when unrest about the Vietnam 
awareness events on their campuses, War and fear of being drafted into the 
including hosting 1994 congressional milita~y spurred college demonstrations 
candidate debates and encouraging higher around thecountry, eventuallyshiftingpublic 
voter turnout among young people, who opinion to oppose the war. Will today's 20- 
typically vote at a low rate. year-olds be as motivated by economic 
David Stevens, a University of Kansas projections? 
sophomore who is arranging Karl's visit and "Although the threats are not as visible as 
helping organize a chapter, said that the in the 1960s, the economic hardships they 
ThirdMillefinium'smessage speaksdirectly pose for the future are just as important to 
this generation," Stevens said. "That's the 
uphill battle-trying to show people that 
there is a threat out there that is just as 
menacing as your draft card coming up." 
In its declaration, the Third Millennium 
acknowledges that the Cold War and its 
threat of apocalypse is over but warns that 
"political and social time bombs threaten 
our fragile successes at home and abroad. 
Like Wile E. Coyote waiting for a 20 ton 
Acme anvil to fall on his head, our generation 
labors in the expanding shadow of a 
monstrous national debt." 
With a $4.4 trillion debt staring them in 
the face, this new generation has every 
reason to fear for the future and to do 
something about i t ,  according to the 
declaration, which likens the debt to an 
unfair "taxation without representation" for 
future generations that wili have to deal with 
its legacy. 
Third Millennium calls for an end to 
deficit spending by 1999 and proposes that 
the United States begin paying off the debt 
See Generation page 3 
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The United Parcel Service will interview JSU students for Christmas 
driver helpers on Sept. 30 from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. in 102 TMB. Please 
contact Pearl Williams, off-campus part-time employment coordinator, 
at 782-5289 to sign up for an interview. Workers will earn $8 per hour 
and will be considered for permanent part-time help in the Spring. 
Beta Beta Beta will receive 15 cents from every large milkshake sold 
from McDonalds until Sept. 15. 
The College BASE test, required for graduation, will be administered 
on the following dates: 
6-9:30 p.m. Sept. 30 23 Ayers Hall 
3-6:30 p.m. Oct. 13 23 Ayers Hall 
3-6:30 p.m. Oct. 14,23 Ayers Hall 
5-8:30 p.m. Oct. 19 Faith Hall, Ft. McClellan 
8:30-noon Oct. 30 23 Ayers Hall 
6-9:30 p.m. Nov. 9 23 Ayers Hall 
8:30-noon ' Nov. 13 23 Ayers Hall 
Follett Corporation will sponsor a forum at 2 p.m. Tuesday in TMB 
auditorium. The company's regional manager, zone manager and 
senior vice president will be present to hear complaints and 
reccomendations regarding the campus bookstore. 
9-2-93 Carolyn Holt, 20, Gadsden, was arrested and charged with 
harrassment at UPD 
-9-1-93 Lesia Rena Hann, 30, Ashland, Ala., was arrested and 
charged with harrassment at UPD. 
9-1-93 Jeff D. Myers, 22, of Lawrenceville, Ga. reported burglary. 
831-93 Travis Dewayne Emo~y, 21, Anniston, was arrested and 
charged with giving a false name to a police officer. 
*8-31-93 Charles Christopher Wadkins, 21, Lafayette, Ala., was 
arrested and charged with DUI on Pelham Rd. 
8-30-93 Jeffery Larnont Phillips, 21, Columbus, Ga., was arrested 
at Weatherly Hall for drinking in public. 
"A free press is the unsleeping guardian of every other right 
that free men prize; is is the most dangerous foe of tyranny.' 
--Winston Churchill 
I Melanie Lynn Jones, Editor in Chief I 
Jamie Cole, ~ a n a ~ i n ~  Editor Kelli Dobbs, Business Manager 
Mark Harrison, News Editor Will Chandler, Features Editor 
Bill Dobilas, Sports Editor Chere' Lee, Photo Director 
I Joe Langston, Manager of Student Media I 
The Chanticleer, the student news per of Jacksonville State University,is qoducedby 
students. The ed~tor has the finafMdeclsion on edtor~al content Fundln IS prov~ded 
through University appropriations and advertisements. Offices are in 181 Self Hall. 
Editorials are the opinions of the editorial board unless otherwise noted. 
The editor reserves the right to edit for content and space. 
I Sendall subrnissionsto Jason Thompson,,The Chanticleer, 60x3060, JSU, Jacksonville, AL 36266. Deadline for all subrn~ss~ons IS noon Fr~day. I 
Bar 
from page 1 
According to Lusk, these safety concerns are 
compounded by the fact that the proposed site of the 
club lies outside the police jurisdictions of Weaver, 
Anniston and Jacksonville. 
Weaver City Clerk Annette Estes said that the club 
will be solely within the jurisdiction of the Calhoun 
County Sheriffs Department. 
Bowman said that he plans to open the club, 
despite protests. He declined further comment on 
the groands that is currently involved in a lawsuit 
with the Calhoun County Commission. 
An employee of Bowman said that safety concerns 
about the club were unfounded, and said that there 
was no legal reason for the club not to open as 
scheduled. 
"I don't forsee a problem at all with (Bowman) 
getting a liquor license," the employee said. "How 
can they refuse him? This establishment has had 
many liquor licenses in the past, the roads were the 
same width, the residents were the same. 
"The Moose Lodge has seven to eight thousand 
members, and it's right across from our driveway. 
How can they stop this thing?" 
"Everybody is entitled to their own opinion," the 
employee said. "That individual has the right to think 
and feel the way they want to, but as long as 
(Bowman) is in the bounds of the law, I don't think 
a committee or anyone else has the right to do 
anything. This business is going to go over, and 
Bowman is going to be a taxpayer, and he is going 
to raise money for Calhoun County." 
Lusk, Simms and Citizens For Safety are determined 
to stop the club from becoming a reality, however. 
"We're attacking this from various angles," Simms 
said. "One angle is to help the safety of the community. 
The club is actually located in a flood plane, we know 
that is an issue. The roads going in and out of the 
community are very unsafe, especially for people 
who have been consuming alcohol." 
'We know that in areas that have these type of 
clubs, property values go-down, and the crime wave 
goes up dramatically," Simms said. 
"I worked in the prison ministry eight years, and 
was director of Liberty Prison Outreach for Rev. (Jerry) 
Falwell in Virginia for five years, and there were 
literally hundreds of people who were in prison for 
rape, incest, every sexual crime you can name. I would 
dare say that pornography of the type we're opposing 
was a major contributing factor in every case. It's not 
just traffic safety we're concerned with, it's the safety 
of our citizens. 
"You take a man, and put him in a place like (the 
proposed club), and put a woman dancing in front of 
him, 99 percent naked, and you combine that with 
alcohol, when he leaves that place he's not thinking 
very rationally." 
"We are in the process of hiring a lawyer," said 
Lusk, who lives just down the road from the proposed 
club. "We are really concerned about the amount of 
control the ABC Board has over this. 
"Bowman's request was originally turned down by 
the County Commission, there were letterswritten by 
our legislative committee, asking that this be turned 
down. Their own ABC local agent recommended that 
it be turned down. 
"After all of this, we went to Montgomery and met 
with three people. Two of these people voted to give 
the man a license. That means that two people, in the 
state of Alabama, working for the ABC Board, can 
override everything that any citizen is against. This is 
wrong. Totally wrong. You're going against the wishes 
of the people. 
"The people need more control, and that's what 
we're all about." 
So, will a topless club open up on Anniston Beach 
Road? Harvey Bowan says yes. 
Citizens For safety are still fighting, but work at the 
proposed site continues. Gtizens For safety next 
public meeting is scheduled for Monday, at the 
Baptist Building on Woodstock Street in Anniston, 
across from Anniston High School. 
Regardless of the outcome of this battle, Simms 
says that Citizens For Safety will continue to oppose 
such projects, as well as the sell of alcohol in general. 
A+ system reforms teaching methods 
Although most people feel as 
By Chris West 
News Writer 
Education majors standing on 
the pinnacle of graduation may 
soon find their future career 
changing dramatically. 
Reforms for public secondary 
education seriously challenge the 
traditional methods of teaching. 
The Coalition for Better 
Education is attempting to institute 
a package, called A+, which will, 
over a period of years, radically 
overhaul the present teaching 
system. The package contains 14 
individual points that itwill address 
if the state of Alabama adopts i t  
Other reforms, such as teacher 
testing and continued education, 
will have a definite impact on the 
teaching field. 
"I support teacher testing. Some 
teachers just don't know the 
"Some teachers just don't though this is a step in the right 
direction, others disagree. know the information in 
. ' ~ e y  (teahers) know their jobs. their teaching field." Why should they have to go back "~aroz .Edwa~ds  to school if thev alreadv have a - - - -  , , ~ ~~ education major degree?" saidaBeth Balcomb, also 
an education major. 
information in their teaching field," Most of the reforms will not 
Carol Edwards, an education major, effect post-secondq education 
said. directly. The only effect the college 
Continued education would campus will witness is when it is 
require teachers to constantly be full of students who were still in 
updating their field of instruction. elementary or high school while 
these reforms were implicated. 
Some people feel that these 
reforms are doing no more than 
liberating the present-day system, 
while others feel that we must 
make changes because our current 
methods aren't effective enough. 
Perhaps the only solution to 
satisfying everyone is to try a little 
of i t  all and travel the most 
productive path. 
Generation 
from page 1 
by the year 2000. "We must stop 
invoicing future generations for 
today's spending sprees. Everyhng 
must be put on the table: defense, 
entitlements, farm subsidies and, 
as a last resort, tax increases aimed 
at debt reduction," according to 
the 'heclaration. 
As part of its strong language, 
the declaration also goes on to call 
Social Security "a generational 
scam-fiscally unsound and 
generationally inequitable," since 
future generations are unlikely to 
reap the same benefits as today's 
retirees and may have to raise 
payroll taxes to as high as 40percent 
to provide benefits for retirees 25 
years from now. The 25-page 
document also examines urban 
strife, poverty, crime, education, 
welfare reform, and "our 
endangered environment" in its 
call for young people to become 
active and committed to curing 
these ills. 
"Therefore, we as a generation, 
the generation that will come to 
power in the third millennium, 
must reaffirm our commitment to 
individual responsibility-for our 
actions and to our communities. 
The future of our countxy demands 
no less," the declaration ends. 
Third Millennium is the result of 
aweekend retreat last spnngwhich 
included young people from 
diverse backgrounds and political 
loyalties, including Democrat, 
Republican and Perot supporters. 
Karl is awriterwithFreedom House, 
an international human rights 
organization. Douglas Kennedy, 
son of the late Robert F. Kennedy, 
also attended. During theweekend 
retreat, the group discovered that 
however different its members, all 
shared some basic concerns and 
frustrations about the current 
political agenda. 
"People come from all over the 
political spectrum. We find that 
there is a lot of common ground 
on the core future issues," Karl 
said. He calls the group "post- 
partisan" in that it doesn't endorse 
any political party-just solutions 
to shared concerns. He agreed its 
centrist ideology isn't likely to attract 
extreme liberal or right-wing 
activists and its declaration 
espouses putting some hot political 
issues such as abortion and capital 
punishment to the side so that 
attention can be focused on 
bottom-line problems such as the 
national economy. 
An "absolute frustration with 
both political parties" led to Third 
Millennium's bold approach, Karl 
said, noting that Republicans in 
the group were disappointed with 
former President George Bush and 
many see "more of the same" with 
President Bill Clinton. The group 
isn't forming a third party-rather 
it'sinformingthe current two parties 
that some things must change. 
"We're sick of the labels, sick of 
the partisanship," he added. "If we 
are going to get over these serious 
' .~ . .  . . . * .  
problems that we face, then it's Stacey Leyton of the U.S. Student 
going to have to be on a bipartisan Assodation said that today's college 
basis." students are very active and argued 
Michael Evans of the College thatThirdMillenniumfsorganizers 
Democrats of America contends demonstrate little understanding 
that this approach is not the most of the problems of today's college 
effective way to deal with the students. 
nation's ills. "There are no non- She noted that Third 
partisan Congressmen and Millennium's declaration didn't 
senators. To be effective in politics, include any recommendations 
you need to be in a party," he said, about improving higher education. 
"Party politics works. It's not the "We're very concerned about the 
only way to get something done, economy. Our generation is the 
but it's very effective." first that will earn less than its 
Evans also disagrees with Third parents," Leyton said. 
Mille~nium's contention that For that reason, her group 
today's young voters are powerless believes the federal government 
to influence national policy, citing should be making a bigger 
the 1992 presidential election in investment in higher education by 
which11 million 18-to-24-year-olds providing more financial aid. 
voted. Of thosevotek, 5.5. million Financial aid grants in the past 
provided "the margin of victory for decade have decreased while 
Clinton," Evans said. college expenses increased, forcing 
"The young people we speak to many students to either drop out 
already are very active," Evans said. of college or to be burdened by 
"Maybe Third Millennium is heavy debt to complete their 
looking in the wrong place." education. 
Member FDIC 
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counseling I'eople n e e d  to 
Staff Reports 
College Press Service understand thelr obligations to 
repay,  thelr r ~ g h t s  and  
WASHINGTON, D.C - A new responsibilities as borrowers," 
report by the Department of Babyak sald, nobng that in ccrtaln 
Education has students concerned cascs, students have not realized 
overwhether their school is on the that a loan I S  not a grant, and that 
The MIMOSA 
I s  looking for writers. 
See Carey Bain at 
168 Self Hall or  
Call 782-5240 
listoF900collegesand trade schools they had to pay back thc money 1 1 
rates. 
For some of the threatened 
according to Stephanie Rabyak, a 
of Education. 
The national default rate for 
federal student loans was 17.5 
percent in 1991 , the latest year 
from 22.4 percent in 1990. 
"This year's overall rate drop shows classes," she said. The d 
do better." in the current fiscal 
possible for the Department of total of $3.6 billion. 
and 1991. 
"We want students to know if In addition to 
they have a loan, and their school schools that may 
continue his or her education at a 
close down. Student Aid lnformat 
"The schools can appeal and weekdaysfrom9a.m.t 
continue to receive funding until EDT. The toll-free n 
the appeal is exhausted, Babyak 800-4 -FED-AID.  
said. impaired callers my use 
"Schools must oKer financial 369-0518. 
The Chanticleer staff is looking for writers in 
all fields: news, features, and sports. Anyone 
interested in writing for the paper is welcome to 
fill out an application at our offices in the 
basement of Self Hall. 
I V ~ s a  U S A  Inc 1993 1 
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W h o  says you're coming to anything. Heck, you're already here. And not a minute too soon. You're more concerned 
W H A T ' S  T H E  Y O U N G E R  
about the earth's environment.  About world hunger. About drugs. The economy. And you want  change. 
GENERATION COMING T O ?  
Thank goodness you don't expect it through osmosis. You've come of age. W e  think you deserve t'.-e rite of passage. 
PASS= The account'relationship from AmSouth,designed around the unique financial concerns of college students. Unlimited 
check writing, free unlimited William Teller ATM transactions, Overdraft Protection: a personal bankcard,** loan discounts, 
attention to your personal f ~ n a n c ~ a l  needs ,  and no  monthly servlce charge Jus t  a 
low annual fee of $15 PASS& It's what the younger generation's comlng to JW~OUTH"BAN K 
THE OPINIONS CHANTICLEER SEPTEMBER 9, 1993 
PIDIIOCFBC( 
Alabama State Senator Doug Ghee is trying to revive 
the idea of an Anniston comm~itycollege for the second 
time in two years. Ifwe're lucky, city officialswdl drop this 
plan as quickly as the old One. 
The educational facilities already in this area are 
perfectly capable of meeting all of the needs of the 
communit~.JSU isless 
for those students who are prepared for university level 
study but who don't want to leave home. 
Students who don't feel ready for a four-year university 
have less than a thirty-minute drive to Gadsden Or 
they can opt for the Anniston branch of Gadsden State. 
JSU also has branches in Anniston, Oxford and Ft 
to met the needs of individuals 'ylng to 
balance work and school. 
Both schools provide the entire community, not just 
traditional students, a chance to learn. Gadsen State has 
'pecial for planning to join the work 
and JSU offers lectures for s d l  business owners. 
Continuing education classes at JSU and Gadsen State 
allow peoplea chance to expand their interests without 
seeking a d e ~ e e  most guest leciures and concerts 
are open to everyone. 
Every field is covered in this area, so why create a college 
when there is no need? are pushing for it to 
 lease civic leaders. Civic leaderswant it be- they hope 
it will bring more money, but all it can possibly be is a 
financial drain on an already strugghng state educational 
system. 
Another community college is not economicaUy feasible 
in thls state. Alabama currently has 23 junior and 
community colleges, and we're struggling to provide 
adequate funding for what we have. Colleges are already 
competing for students in the face of decltning numbers 
of college age people, which makes the operational cost 
per student increase. Why add to the economic burden? 
Most of these schools were created by the man three of 
them are named for - former governor George C. 
Wallace. He reasoned that many high school graduates are 
not prepared for college, so community colleges could 
provide a middle step. 
Thatwas during the sixties and seventies. These are the 
nineties. If that reasoning still holds true, we need to 
examine the high schools in this state and provide them 
with the money they need to prepare students for life 
outside the schoolroom doors. 
The bottom line is this: We don't need it, we can't afford 
it, and we don't want it 
Make Imagine crossing all the street students safe, language w lcome YOU an see. 
with only the sound of the cars to Themalorityof the studentsaren't 
gu~de you Imagne attending class EDITOR IN CHIEF cruel or rude, they're lust 
if you cannot hear the teacher It thoughtless A student sees an 
isn't easy, yet for many of the are equipped wjth Braille labeis, empty handicap parking space 
disabled students at JSu. it's evely making it difficult for them to when he's running behind and he 
day life determine where they are grabs it without thinking of the 
For the most part, the Most of the students at JSU are trouble he may cause someone 
administration, students and considerate of the disabled else. 
faculty here are to be commended students. They remember to watch Some people think an open space 
for their efforts to assist disabled for blind students mth canes or in front of a crosswalk may be 
students guide dogs, and they offer worth the $10 parlung ticket. They 
The University offers interpreters assistance when its needed, The don't reallie they may be blocking 
in the classroom for hearlng readersmdinterpretersatDisabled the path of a msually impaired 
impaired studckts and readers to Student Services are mainly student who could be injured by 
asslst visually impaired students. students. bumping into the car or become 
Special sign language classes do However, these students cannot disoriented by leaving the usual 
more than teach people to make up for those who are path. 
communicate, they also promote consistently rude, thoughtless and Calling out to a guide dog 1s 
a better understanding of the sometimes cruel to their fellow anotherthoughtlessdanger.Men 
heanng ~mpaired. students. a guide dog is In its harness, it's not 
But the University has failed to Last spring, several blind students a pet, it's a worker. Trying to pet a 
provide assistance where i t  is complained about drivers in front working dog or calling out to it on 
needed most. of Sparkman s all. People had made the sidewalk can distract it from its 
Many of the crosswalks on this agameof stoppingatthecrosswalk, duties and endanger its owner. 
campus are dangerous for all then rewing their motors and When talking with a hearing 
pedestrians, but they are worse for inching into the walkway while impaired student, many of us forget 
visually impaired students. blind students were crossing. to look directly at the person we are 
The walk/donlt walk signs at That would be annoying to any speaking with so he/she can read 
controlled intersections are not pedestrian, but it's t embng  to a lips. Many students tend to leave 
equippedwith sound devices, and person who cannot see the car to the hearing impaired out of 
there are no crossing guards to determine exacdywhere it islocated conversations because they feel 
assistthosewhocannotseethe Otherstudentsrudelystareat uncomfortable about their 
traffic. students communicating through differences. 
Unless there are other people sign language, sometimes Most of these situations are not 
waiting at the intersection, visually mimicking their hand movements life-threatening, but bey  are often 
impaired students have no way of and their speech pakemsxou know inconvenient or embarassing. So 
knomngwhen thelight has mned its rude to eavesdrop when you can let's do our best to make JSU a safe 
According to some visually hear what people are saying, it and enjoyable environment for 
impaired students, not all elevators should not be my different for a every student here. 
D8slrtbuled by TIIDUMI M d ~ a  S ~ I Y C I I P  
L 
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Leave politics out of corn pone 
ever ate, was provided by my Aunt 
piece recently. 
(And if this is stealing a column correct and more sensitive, in this food. 
idea, then I'm at least stealing fro one instance at least, food became Hap Towns will serve you the 
the best.) an issue. best pan-fned combread you ever 
According to Royko, at an auto Southern food. What has come tasted in Nashville, and I've driven 
plant in Normal, Ill., an executive to be known as soul food. miles out of the way to taste the 
asked the company that ran the And my food, too. country cooking at New Perry Hotel 
plant'scafeteria to offer somemore I think it is important to point out in Peny, Ga., hometown of Sen: 
variety. that barbecue ribs, black-eyed peas, Sam Nunn. 
"Man cannot live by tuna paddy gnts and collards may, in fact, be a Don't tell me serving food like Jacksonville and a community college in 
melts alone," wrote Royko. choice dish to many black that is an affront to the memory of 
So the cafeteria people decided Americans. But it also sounds pretty Dr. Gng. What it would have been 
to offer some Southern cooking dam good to me, a white man. in Normal is a celebration of the 
one day. They picked the wrong I grew up on soul food. We just sort of cooking that has been 
day. called it country cooking. My prevalent in the South, both for 
The Friday before the Monday grandmothercookedit Mymother blacks and whites, for 200. 
holidayhonoringDr.MartinLuthkr cooked it, friends cooked it. Still Royko asked, "Next Columbus 
King Jr., the cafeteria planned to do. I might not have made it Day would it be an insult to serve 
serve barbecue ribs, black-eyed through my second heart operation spaghetti and meatballs?" 
peas, grits and collards. if it hadn't been for the country What a plate 6f hogwash, and I 
Two blackemployeesat the plant, cooking of one of the world's can get by with that. I have a pig 
Royko further explained, went to kindestladies, JackieWalbum,who valve in my own heart, and I can are colleges all over the place around 
see the executive and complained delivered such food to me in the eat my share of barbecue ribs with Anniston. I don't see the logic in all that." 
that such a meal, just two days hospital. anybody, black or white or 
before Dr. kng's birthday, was a And my friend Carol Dunn in whatever. 
stereotypingof black dining habits. Orlando has served me many an To charge stereotyping over food 
They threatened a boycott of the enchanting spread featuring her trivializes the King holiday. The 
meal. wonderful roast pork. man didn't give his life for 
The executive, also black, ordered My Aunt Una cooked me fried something like that. 
the Southern dishes be stricken chicken, speckled-heart It's silly and it's stupid and it 
college because it's not a small town. 
a community. I think instead of wanti 
to come to a university or go somewhere 
else ..., they could go to a community 
college, start off better and then have 
their credits and come here." 
in Alabama than the state of California." 
Letters t o  the  college right here. Then we'll have a better 
quality of education." 
The Chanticleer will not print letters which are Ion er than 300 words. 1993-94 Policy The Chuucleer will not print letten which are ~ibefous and/or dehrnatoy. 
The Chonricleer reserves the right to edit letters,and limit rebuttals to 2 weeks past publication date of the article in question. 
In order to ensure fairness, there will be at least two weeks in between publication of letters from the same person. 
CEATURES 
a child, according to Dr. James Overstreet, a professor in the 
division of reproductive biology and medicine. 
Participants in this program receive $50 for producing a 
sample of their sperm. And because the donor and his 
sperm sample are put through a critical screening process, 
it can be an effective method of determining the health and 
potency of the donor's sperm. 
"That's another great h n g  about this program," Alex 
said. "I found out that I have good stuff. You know, good 
testosterone level." 
Candidates must first undergo an exhaustive screening 
process which evaluates them genetically and traces three 
generations of their family genealogy before the program 
accepts them, Overstreet said. 
Overstreet added that a candidate's physical makeup can 
also be a factor in his eligibility. 
"We try to match the physical characteristics of a donor 
with those of the infertile couple," he said. "We want a 
variety of physical characteristics in the donors." 
The artificial insemination program maintains the 
anonvmiw of both the donor and the recipients. , , 
"Participants get 
paid, but they have to 
meet the requirements."..,, ,h, Gould 
"In law, (the donor) is not the natural father of the child," 
Overstreet said. 
Alex, however, said he realized that the notion of wen 
indirectly impregnabng a woman was troubling to him. 
"It's not like a firmly thought, 'I don't want kids of mine 
running around out there.' But I was having enough of a 
problem with it that 1 didn't want to make a decision that I 
would regret later," he said. 
Instead, Alex opted to donate his sperm for medical 
research purposes, a task for which he collects $25. 
Dr. John Gould, assistant professor for the Department of 
Urology, said that a donor such as Alex can expect his sperm 
to be used in numerous clinical studies on male infertility. 
"These (research) samples are usually used as controls in 
a variety of experiments that look at sperm functions," he 
said. 
Gould is currently conducting research for a pharmaceutical 
company that creates a drug to treat prostate enlargement in 
older men 
"The purpose of the study is to examine the effects of this 
drug on male fertility - specifically young, healthy male 
volunteers," Gould said. 
Participants are expected to take either the FDA-approved 
"Alex" never thought he'd be augmenting drug or a placebo for a &week period, during which they receive $1,000 for 21 s p a  samples. 
"Participants get paid for doing it, but they have to meet 
his college education fund in such a fruitful way. the G O U I ~  said he recognizes aid. the emotional aspect of being 
involved in any of thi spkrm donor programs - especially But after seeing a student on "Donahue" who as infertile recipient of donated sperm. 
was putting himself through college by donating sperm, Alex said 
he remembers thinking it sounded like an appealing idea. 
The $25 or $50 Alex receives for a cupful of his sperm at University of California-Davis isn't 
exactly going to solve a student's financial worries, but it is a pretty simple way to earn a buck. 
Alex is one of the many students whose participation as a sperm donor helps supply semen for various ongoing 
research and fertility programs operating out of the UCD Medical Center. 
The university regularly buys sperm for purposes of artificially inseminating women who cannot othewise conceive 
"People have hifficulty coming in  and talking about 
infertility," he said. "Semen is not like urine, blood or 
mucus. We endow it with a special quality. There's a 
sensitivity to this." 
For Alex, however, the act of handing someone a cupful 
of semen over to someone is no big deal. 
"You've got to realize these people do it for a job," Alex 
said. "It's not like you're handing it to just anyone. They 
wear gloves and everything." 
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Another uneven adaptation for King 
It was one of those movies that 
was troubled from the start. 
When Castle Rock Entertainment 
first optioned the Stephen Lng  
novel 'Needful Things" for a film 
adaptation, the world was in its 
proper orbit and all was well. Lany 
Cohen, who had adapted two other 
King properties, 'Canie" and the 
massive 'It," into brilliant 
screenplays, had a workable script. 
The Stephen King director of 
choice, Rob Reiner (after having 
success with 'Stand by Me" and 
having a hit with 'Misery"), was 
slated to direct. And would you 
believe it? Max von Sydow, a 
legenda~y actor, was to play the 
lead. 
Top it all of with a summer 
release and the promise from 
Columbia Pictures of a big 
promotional send-off. I smelled a 
blockbuster. 
But, alas, it was not meant to be. 
Reiner left to work on 'A Few 
Good Men," and Peter Yates, 
another fine director, took the reins. 
However, the script didn't suit him. 
Obviously neither did the film. 
Although Yates stayed on as 
executive producer, Stephen King 
REVIEWED: 
NEEDFUL THINGS 
Starring: Max von Sydow, Ed 
Harris, Bonnie Bedelia 
Director: Fraser C. Heston 
Rating: **1/2 (out of four) 
fans got a bit uneasy when Fraser 
(son of Charlton) Heston was called 
in to make his directorial debut 
with the complex story. 
Armed with a new script by W.D. 
Richter, Heston filmed his vision 
with a keen eye and an empty 
head. The result is an aesthetic 
piece with no consistency, like a 
sleek, beautiful sports car with no 
engine. 
Von Sydow stars as Leland 
Gaunt, a devilish shopkeeper who 
comes to the town of Castle Rock 
to sell his wares. Only catch: when 
you buy something at Needful 
Things, you pay half the price in a 
deed, usually a prank against a 
resident of the town. Mayhem 
ensues. 
Gaunt succeeds in turning the 
entire town upside down, wrecking 
relationships and turning friends 
against friends. Two women 
murder each other in truly bizarre 
fashion. A young boy attempts 
suicide. General mass hysteria. ;4s 
the film ends, we find that Gaunt is 
in fact "Old Scratch" himself. 
The first half of the film is 
dynamite, followingclosely, in plot 
and spirit, to Lng's book. The rest 
of the cast includes Ed ('The Firm") 
Harris as the sheriff who knows the 
truth about Gaunt, Bonnie 
('Presumed Innocent") Bedelia as 
his lover, and the wonderful 
Amanda ('The Fisher King")  
Plummer, in bad Maine accent, as 
the town eccentric. 
The last half of the film seems 
stagey, thanks mostly to poor 
scripting (Harris has a five-minute 
speech at the end of the film that 
covers pages and pages of discovery 
in the novel; hchter seemingly 
HAIR STYLIST 
$5.00 Haircuts 
No Appointments Necessary - Walk-ins Welcome 
Above Jax TV on the square 
Tues - Friday (9 - 5:30) Sat. (9 - 4) 435-0068 
"The Star and Crescent 
shall not be worn bl, 
11 every man. 
had no clue how to adapt it) 
Place "Needful Things" in the 
big middle group of King 
adaptations Beautifully 
RUSH 
photographed but inconsistent, it's I KAPPA SKMA 
not as bad as "Children of the 
Corn," but it's no "Misery" to watch, I S e ~ t .  19 thru 24 
either. 
111 ATTENTION All JSU Students and Faculty ... 
Need Cash - Can't Get A Check Cashed? 
Tired of Going Through An Act of Congress Trying To Have All The ID To Get A Check Cashed? 
FOOD OUTLET JACKSONVILLE HAS THE ANSWER FOR YOU . . . * 
Food Outlet Preferred Student and Facult Check Cashing Card - - - K With This Card You Can Get Your Check Cashed Day or Nig t. Come To Food Outlet Jacksonville and 
Apply Today!! f!S. Be Sure And Use These Money Saving Coupons and Save On Your Food Needs. 
And Thanks 
POUND PACK ' 2 LITER DIET OR ; ONE DOZEN 
With This toupon Good Only At 
Jacksonville Food Outlet . 
Expires 9-20-93. 
I Limit One Per (ustomer. 
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UP CLOSE 
Bart Bell 
Bart Bell,a cyclist who once trained forthe Olympics, has 
returned to JSU to complete his education after a serious 
accident last year put his plans on hold. 
Bell began racing in 1985 as an amateur. When he 
graduated from high school, he was accepted by the US. 
Olympic committee to attend a preliminary olympic 
discovery camp in Colorado. Out of approximately 500 
participants,onlytwocandidateswere selected tocontinue 
- Bell and cyclist David Hartman. 
Bell continued his intense training, and in 1988 he claimed 
his first major victory as the first place national champion in 
Houston, Tx. Bell continued his successful cycling record in 
Belgium where he finished fifth in the world. "That's when 
everything took off," says Bell. "I have traveled 31 different 
countries in the past seven years.' 
An accident that left him in a coma interrupted Bell's 
cycling career. Since his recovery, he has returned to JSU to 
complete his education. "My next objective is to become a 
doctor,' Bell says. "I intend to finish school with the same 
intensity that I had in cycling." 
Bell has set high standards for himself in life after cycling. 
'My main goal is to be the best I can be. Not one to focus 
on his broken dreams, Bell says,'Part of my young life was 
taken away from me by cycling. Since my injury, I have to 
continue my education and not just be an athlete.' 
Bell credits his success to his family because they stood 
behind him and pushed him. However, he considers his 
grandfather to be his hero. "My grandfather passed on 
some words of wisdom to me which always remain in my 
: mind. 'Don't lie. Don't cheat. Don't steal. '" 
i But his most meaningful advice is more direct, "'And don't 
quit.'" -- Clavius K. Gresham 
Features writer 
I YOUR GREEK CONNECTION I 
I ALABAMA'S BEST SELECTION OF QUALITY GIFTS FOR FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES 
- 
Fine Gifts & Collectibles 
'In 53.e CourtyarJ 
BETWEEN BRUNO'S AND K-MART 
910 INVERNESS CORNERSMW 280 980-8100 






When students simply cannot get 
to a class they need for paduation, 
independent study is & 
alternative. 
T k  For complete information, write: 
College Catalog 
Independent Study Division 
' College of Continuing Studies 
The University of Alabama 
Box 870388 
Tuscaloosa, AL 354874388 
Or call toll-free in Alabama 
LATE NIGHT BITES. 
,.. - . - - 
Subway's got the best tasting subs under ihe stars. All your favorite meats 
piled high on fresh baked bread - topped with free fixin's. 
Want a late night bite? Make it Subway t o  night I 
I OPEN 24 HOURS 
$ 1  .OO OFF Any Footlong Sub 
with purchase of Medium Drink I 
OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS ! 
I The Men. The Mvths. The Legends. I 
RUSH 
SIGMA NU 
The Rebirth of a Tradition-- 
Fall '93 
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
I Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
THEN I THOUGHT, NHY WA\T 
UNT\L I 'M A TEEN-AGER ?' 
I WANT To BE \DoLlZED NOW/ 
W A T S  MISUWERSWD 





10 Let fall 
14 Cheer 
15 Summer TV fare 
16 Cowboy's need 
17 Lollapalooza 
18 To pleces 
19 Branchild 
20 Statue base 
22 Become less 
severe 
24 Top cards 
25 Phone 
26 Ser~ous play 
29 Sea blrds 
31 Cummerbund 
34 Ebb 
36 Result of tathng 
37 Rotten 






43 Beat ~ t !  
44 Certafn linens 
46 Decade number 
47 After a whlle 
49 Thlng of value 
50Youngdogs 
51 Sn~ggler's catch 
53 Tour~st Item 
56 Adorned In a 
way 
60 Take on 
61 Loved ones 
63 European 
capltal 
64 Ger. rlver 
65 MISS Lauder 
66 In good shape 
67 Clnclnnat~ team 






4 Narrow flag 
5 Rasp 
6 Meal 
7 Russ~an sea 
THE Crossword 




Make a hole 
















40 Head covers 
41 P~es and cakes 
43 Defamlng 
remark 53 Sonny's ex 57 Trad~t~onal 
45 Dutch palnter 54 Ass~stant knowledge 
48 Brought up 55 Talklng horse of 58 Glve off rays 
50 Equals TV 59 Foes of Reps. 
52 Curves 56 London gallery 62 Natlve: suff. 
Vegetarian towns of the Old West 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
Suddenly, throwing the festivit ies in to ui ter 
confusion, Ujang begins t o  play "Stardust." 
THE 
CHANTICLEER 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1 993 
Bill Dobilas 
Sworts Editor 
The 1993 Jacksonville State 
football season began on awinning 
note Saturday night, as the 
Gamecocks defeated the 
Henderson State Reddies 12-7. 
It wasn't exactly the prettiest of 
wins for the Gamecocks, but Jax 
State head coach Bill Burgess made 
no apologies for his team's play. 
"Give Henderson State the credit 
they're due, they played a heck of 
a ball game,"Burgess said, "It just 
came down to their defense 
controlling our offense, and our 
defense controlling theirs." 
The 'Red-Bandit' defense did 
not disappoint as it limited the 
Reddies to only 186 yards of total 
offense while controlling the flow 
qf the game from its outset. 
$amecock defenders sacked HSU 
quarterbacks three times and 
intercepted them once. The hard- 
hitting defense also forced 8 
The two point conversion failed 
giving JSU a 12-0 lead. 
"Dropping the snap on the first 
extra point ,"Burgess said,"and then 
not getting it in on the second one, 
that's not recommended." 
At this point it seemed as if the 
Gamecocks were well on their way 
to posting another big win, but 
they ran into a brick wall, now 
known as the Henderson State 
defensive line, who held JSU to 
JACKSONVILLE STATE 12 
HENDERSON STATE 7 
SCORE BY QUARTERS 
JSU 12 0 0 0 -- 12 
HSU 7 0 0 0 -- 7 
JSU -- Pilot 70-yd pass from 
Robinson (run failed) 
JSU -- Richardson 7-yd run 
HSU -- Stinson 3-yd run (Moses 
kick) 
only 145 yards in the final three 
and a half quarters of the game. 
"They gave us a defensive front 
fumbles, recovering 2. that we didn't expect, "Burgess 
Although they played well at explained, "but that's no excuse, 
times, Jax State's over-all you can't get afeel for a team until 
performance on offense was you line up and play them." 
disappointing. After their first drive Sean kchardson led the Jax State 
m e d u ~  nothing, the ~amecocks rushing attack with 67 yards on 21 
came out gunning. On the drive's cames, but he wasn't happy with 
second play, quarterback Chuck his performance. 
Robinson fired a 70-yard scoring "YOU can't fee] good about your 
strike to Tracy Pilot, who eluded play, if your team doesn't play 
Several HSU tacklers on his way wel],"said Richardson. 
into the end zone. A fumble on the Behind 12 points, the Reddies 
extra point attempt made it 6-0. did not quit. Running back Sidney 
On the ensuing kickoff, HSU's Stinson bumbled and stumbled 64 
I3exterNelson fumbled, giving the yards before being dragged down 
Gamecocks the ball at the Reddie by JSU's Randell Sherman at the 
30 yard line. Three plays later, Gamecock 
fullback Sean Rchardson carried it 7-yard line. Two plays later, with 
in for the score from 7 yards out. 49 seconds remaining in the first 
95, displays some of the defensive power that State. The game was the first since JSU left 
popelled the fighting Gamecocks to victory in the Gulf South Conference. 
quarter, Stinson broke through the advantage of HSU mistakes. fourth down from the Jax State 29, 
JSU defensive line for a 4-yard Linebacker Willie Jett intercepted Nelson's pass to Tommy Golden 
touchdown. The extra point made an errant Dexter Nelson pass and was stopped for a 2-yard loss by 
itl2-7, and that'swhere the scoring returned it to the Reddie 40-yard linebacker Bo Bo Horton. 
stoppedand the defensive struggle line. The Gamecocks came up The JSU defense held the 
began. empty again when Sutherland Reddies in check the rest of the 
Jax State n~oved the ball into missed his second 41-yard field way, sealing their first win of the 
HSU tenitory four times in the goal of the night. season. 
second quarter, but could not "Lee Sutherland is going to be a "We just played a good football 
capitalize on any of them. The best heck of a kicker,"Burgess said."I team,"Burgess said,"and we had 
opportunity of the quarter was thought for the first time in a game, 12 and they had 7." 
missed when Lee Sutherland he did real well." The Gamecocks play their 
pushed a4l-yard field goal attempt Early in the fourth quarter, second home game of the season, 
wide right. Stinson rambled 32 yards to the and their last for a while, as they 
The second half was much like JSU 33-yard line, but that was all faceAlabamaA&MSaturdaynight 
the first, with Jax State tlylng to take the Reddies had to offer. On  at 7. 
A word to the fans: The game is  not over at halftime 
First and ten Gamecocks, and with ten In my four years of empty as well. I guess you rebound from a slow start to put some big 
minutes left in the third quarter, half of the experience at JSU, I know BILL DOBlLAS 
can't schedule a game on numbers on the board, and the explosive 
student section is getting up to leave. that parties do not start until the same day that Alabama A&M band should be able to move down 
In past years, I could understand after ten o'clock and the plays. the field better than the Bulldog offense. 
leaving ... well, not understand it, but live 
withit ... for the Gamecocks have often led by 
as many as forty-nine points at this juncture. 
However, h s  game was a liitle different. 
You see, the score was 12-7, and Henderson 
State had the ball. 
As the mass exodus started, I really could 
not believe my eyes. People were leaving 
and voices could be heard in the night air. 
"Are you going to Brother's tonight? 
Where are you going first? Are you going to 
the liquar.stare?ll. . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . , . . , .  , . . , , ,  
Bucks do not start their first set at Brother's 
until around ten-thirty. People were leaving 
at 8:30., 
Maybe I should not be upset about it, but 
I am. Football games are not places to be 
seen, or a fashion show, they are a place to 
show support for your school, have fun with 
your friends, and get a little bit rowdy. 
Students weren't the only ones guilty of 
this infraction. The 'Home side' of the 
stadium, or should I say the side the 
Southerners play to, wa.s, more, than half . ~ . . , , .  . 
Only two really big upsets this past 
weekend, South Carolina upended Georgia 
23-21 and Washington buried Stanford 31- 
14. Those were my only two misses for an 
8 and 2 record, not bad for a rookie. 
Here's how I see the big games this 
weekend. 
Jacksonville State 31 ... Alabama A&M 7 
Jax State should have no problem with the 
Bulldogs Saturday night. A&M returns 10 
starters from a team that finished 3-8 last 
season. Look for the Gamecock offense to 
Alabama 24 ... Vanderbilt 13 
On the Bear's birthday the Crimson Tide 
will be lucky to get out of Vanderbilt Stadium 
alive. The Tidewill have to get the crowd out 
of the game early or i t  might be a long 
afternoon for 'Bama fans. Alabamawill have 
to deal with one of the most vociferous 
crowds in the SEC, but should overcome a 
slow start for the victory. Look for David 
Palmer to return a punt for a touchdown. 
Auburn 41 ... Samford 3 
Can you say outmanned? 
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OF THE WEEK W ~ I E  JETT 
Defense will win you football games as the Gamecocks proved this 
week, and it's only fitting that the first Chanticleer Player of the Week for 
the 1993 season should come from the vaunted 'Red-Bandit' defense. The 
award goes to No. 30, junior outside linebacker Willie Jett. 
Jett played an outstanding game, helping the Gamecock defense limit 
Henderson State to only 186 yards of total offense and seven points. He 
made four solo tackles, intercepted a pass, and even recovered a fumble, 
The interception was defja'-vu for Jett. 
"It was just like two years ago (in the opening game), (Defensive end) 
Mondreco Blair was trippin' on me to get one tonight in warm-ups," Jett 
revealed," and I got one." 
Although the game was ugly, Jett was pleased with the defenses' 
performance. 
"I think we came out sluggish at first," Jett said, " but we showed them 
typical Jax State defense." 
That hard nose, shove the ball down their throat defense is what Willie 
Jett is all about. The Jax State media guide calls Willie Jett "a player who 
gives everything he's got on every play,"and he proved that time and 
time again Saturday night. 
Jett is a junior from Eufaula, Alabama and is majoring in Pre-Business. 
--Bill Dobilas Sports Editor 
One Week! $100..$600..$1500! 
Market Applicationsfor: Citibank 
VISA, MCI,  SEARS, AMOCO 
etc. Call for your FREE T-SHIRT 
and to qualify for FREE TRIP to 
MTV SPRING BREAK '94. 
ENVELOPE STUFFING 
$600-$800 every week 
Free Details: SASE to 
International Inc. 
1375  Coney Island Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11230  
One Week! $100. .$600..$1500! 
Market Applications for the hot- 
test cred~t card ever- NEW GM 
MASTERCARD Users earn BIG 
DISCOUNTS on GM CARS! 
Qualify for FREE T-SHIRT & 
Hey! Are You Tired of School Work? 
WHEN DRINKING CALL A FRIEND. 
OR GETA RIDE ATH A STRANGER. 
p t h  a friend It's the best ca11i.o~ can make MOTORCYCLE S A F ~ T ~ F O U N D A T I O N ~  
Rebecca Salmon, Jennifer Wllllams, Lay-aways 
I Angey Burgess, & Dee Ann Hays 9:30 - 5 Mon. - Sat. I 
Take a break 
and come to 
.&--... Fun Fever 
I Bar-B-Q & Burgers I 
The latest in Lenlock Shopping Center a , Is (1  
*pinboll gomes *pool tables, *bumper 
pool *air hockey *competition racing 
gomes *T-2 *Mortal Kombot *Lethal 
Enforcerestreet Fighter (championship) 
*newest laser games *full court bas- 
ketball *putting challenge golf game 
*Choose from over 100 various gomes 
lqa-xow Tour 
"tudent I-D 
rcnd get BS 
towens for 
*is-oo 
Drinking and riding can lead to a loss 
of license, a conviction, or even worse. 
That's if you're lucky. The fact is, 50% of moto 
riders who have been drinking. So if vou have been drinking, get a ride \@/I 
Drive Thru 
We Have 
Delicious Specially Made 
BBQs, Ribs, Hamburgers, 
Cheeseburgers, And 
Homemade Onion Rings! 
I 
Call-In Orders and Dine -In 
JACKSONVILLE 
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Former jSU twin standouts return as coaches 
Eddie Birch 
Sports writer 
Former JSU women's basketball 
standouts Dana Bright Austin and 
Jana Bright McGinnis have returned 
to JSU as head coaches. 
Austin is the new women's head 
basketball coach, taking over the 
position vacated by Tony Mabrey, 
the new top assistant for the men's 
program. McGinnis is now 
Jacksonville State's head softball 
coach. 
Over the course of their playing 
careers at JSU,  usti tin and 
McGinnis led the Lady Gamecocks 
to a 9822 record, four NCAA 
Tournament appearances, and one 
Division I1 South Region 
championship in 1991. 
Austin is JSU's all-time leading 
scorer with 2,128 points, while 
McGInnis holds Gulf South 
Conference records for single 
season assistswith 204 in 1991 and 
for career assists with 603. 
After the completion of their 
)ady Gamecock basketball careers 
n 1991, the twins served one year 
under Coach Mabrey as graduate 
assistants, but they then 
chose different paths Aushn, who 
grew up wth her sister In the 
shadow of Jacksonville State in 
nearby Piedmont, Alabama, 
accepted the lob as head women's 
basketball coach at White Plains 
High School for the 1992-93 season, 
but she always knew where she 
wanted to be 
"I felt honored and quite 
pnvileged to have been asked to 
apply for the lob," Aust~n said, "I 
was ecstatic because my heart has 
been here for the last six or seven 
years " 
a McGinnis took over the relgns 
of Cherokee County High School's 
women's basketball program in 
1993, and promptly led the team to 
the Class 4A state championship 
Although Cherokee County did 
not havea softball team, McGinnis 
has played the sport since 
childhood She has worked wth  
many youth softball camps, from 
whch shew11 draw her expenence 
Supnsed was the word McGinnis 
used to descnbe her feelings on 
"Jacksonville State is where we played our college 
careers. It is our home and the place that we love. " 
--Jana Bright McGinnis 
JSU Head Softball Coach 
being offered a collegiate head 
coaching job so early in her career. 
"It has always been one of my 
goals to coach at the college level. 
Jacksonville State is where we 
(Austin and herself) played our 
college career. I t  is our home," 
McGinnis said,,"and the place that 
we love. We always had dreams (of 
coaching here), but we never 
expected i t  to happen at this young 
of an age." 
The two new head coaches are 
gettingacquaintedwith their teams 
at this point. However, from her 
discussions with Coach Bonds, 
Austin feels that the Lady 
Gamecock basketball team has a 
good group of returning players. 
There are also three incoming 
Freshmen who Austin thinks will 
make an impact during the 
upcoming season. 
McGinnis' softball team held its 
first meeting Sept.2, so it would be 
difficult to predict how the team 
will perfom. However, there are 
four talented freshmen joining an 
experienced squad. 
"We've got some young talent 
and we've got some senior 
leadership with great talent and 
great experience. Combine those 
two and I feel like we could have a 
good year," said McGinnis. 
Returning to coach at JSU so 
soon after graduating, Austin h l l  
be coaching one former teammate. 
"At first I thought i t  might be a 
little awkward, but I look at i t  as a 
coach/student relationship,"said 
Austin, "It has worked out very 
well." 
Both first year coaches face the 
task of t~ying to move their 
respective programs toward the Div. 
I level. Rather than tackling a Div. 
I schedule immediately, the teams 
will add Div. I opponents a few at 
a time over the next couple of 
seasons. The softball team has such 
Div. I schools as Tennessee Tech 
and Austin Peay on its schedule, 
and it is the only Div.11 team 
participating in Georgia State's 
tournament. Their season begins 
Feb. 22, while the Lady Gamecocks' 
basketball squad opens its season 
on Nov. 22 at 7 p.m. against the 
Lady Bulldogs of Alabama A&M. 
In addition to Austin and 
McGinnis, and the move of Coach 
Mabrey to men's basketball team, 
there is one other significant 
coaching change. Head golf coach 
James Hobbs relinquished his job 
as assistant men's basketball coach, 
and is now Jacksonville State's 
Compliance Director. He will 
continue to coach the golf team, 
whichwon back to backGulf South 
Conference Championships in 
1992 and 2993, but will also assist 
all JSU coaches in the interpretation 
of Div. I standards and track 
athletes's academic progress. 
With th, you With these, you 
I 
can swe for years. can swe right now a 
Tbalpennyjar on your dresrer 
Now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh" per- call 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or, visit your Apple campus represen- 
sonal computers. To order yours direct from Apple - and to find out tative today. And discover the power more college students 
boa special student financing with the Apple Computer l o a n *  choose The power of Macintosh The power to be your best: (L; 
For more information contact Rena Seals or Kristin Johnson T 
at 782-5201 in the Computer Center Bldg. 
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products 
and easy financing - CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext .40 
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REDUCED! 
1 Sponsored By St. Luke's Episcopal Church Call 435-9271 For Information About Program 
(one block off public square) I 
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY is a small community of students, faculty, staff and others who explore how faith 
and learning intersect, while anticipating discoveries that help form life-long values, attitudes and behavior within the 
context of the larger human family. This is done through fellowship, study and service on dates and at places set by the 
community. George Quiggle is pastor of St. Luke's Church and Episcopal Chaplain at JSU. 
Call 435-927 1 to join the exploration! 
EDUCATION SUNDAY AT ST. LUKE'S CHURCH 
TO WELCOME NEW AND RETURNING JSU STUDENTS 
TO HONOR ALL MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
SEPTEMBER 12 AT 10:30 A.M. 
Students, teachers and staff will be honored by the AND...Students are invited to our FIRST ECM FALL MEETING 
St. Luke's congregation in worship and at a recep- ON SEPTEMBER 19 at  6:30 P.M. AT THE NEW CAMPUS 
tion following. We will celebrate the connection MINISTRY CENTER located in the Parish House of St. Luke's 
Church. Dinner will be provided and discussion about what ECM 
between the church and the education enterprise. is about will follow. If you don't participate in a church community 
The service will be lead by students and faculty as and would enjoy fellowship with others you are cordially invited 
affirmation of th 
. - . . . . . 
Students For Recycling 
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
Firsf 50 Cullers 
*Some Restrictions Apply *Student I.D. Required * lst  Time Visitors Only 'Offer Expires 9-1 6-93 
The Sports Club has a comfortable, 
non-intirnidaiing environment . for people who iust 
want to look and feel great. 
The All NEW 
SPORTS CLUB 
a 26 public Square - 435-4030 
